Blood And Guts
Getting the books blood and guts now is not type of challenging means. You could not and no-one else going behind book deposit or library or
borrowing from your links to get into them. This is an extremely easy means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online broadcast blood and
guts can be one of the options to accompany you later than having new time.
It will not waste your time. tolerate me, the e-book will very tell you supplementary situation to read. Just invest little era to gain access to this online revelation blood and guts as capably as review them wherever you are now.

Blood and Guts - Sam Vincent 2014-09-06
“I pull on my balaclava and step onto the bridge wing. It’s loud outside: I
can hear the rumbles of nine vessels’ engines and the hiss of ten water
cannons … Suddenly the bridge is full of refugees from the upper deck.
They are blocking my view out the back windows, but their faces – afraid,
excited, awestruck – illustrate the looming presence of the Nisshin. I
bend my knees and grip the bench, ready for the crunch.” In Blood and
Guts, Sam Vincent plunges into the whale wars. Vincent sets sail with
Sea Shepherd, led by the charismatic and abrasive Paul Watson. He
attends the recent case at the International Court of Justice, which finds
Japan’s ‘scientific’ whaling in the Southern Ocean to be unlawful. And he
travels to Japan to investigate why its government doggedly continues to
bankroll the unprofitable hunt. This is a fresh, funny and intelligent look
at how Australia has become the most vocal anti-whaling nation on
Earth. Vincent skewers hypocrisy and sheds light on motives, noble and
otherwise. With Japan planning to relaunch its lethal program in 2015,
the whale wars are set to continue. Blood and Guts is a riveting work of
immersion journalism that lays bare the forces driving this conflict.
Technology and Medical Practice - Boel Berner 2016-04-01
The advanced technologies being used in diagnosis and care within
modern medicine, whilst supporting and making medical practices
possible, may also conflict with established traditions of medicine and
care. What happens to the patient in a technologized medical
environment? How are doctors', nurses' and medical scientists' practices
changed when artefacts are involved? How is knowledge negotiated, or
relations of power reconfigured? Technology and Medical Practice
addresses these developments and dilemmas, focusing on various
practices with technologies within hospitals and sociotechnical systems
of care. Combining science and technology studies with medical
sociology, the history of medicine and feminist approaches to science,
this book presents analyses of artefacts-in-use across a variety of settings
within the UK, USA and Europe, and will appeal to sociologists,
anthropologists and scholars of science and technology alike.
Blood and Guts- Linda Allison 1976-01-01
Discusses the elements of the human body. Includes suggestions for
related experiments and projects.
Blood and Guts: A Short History of Medicine - Roy Porter 2004-06-17
A brief but engaging history of medicine covers the field in lively fashion,
from ancient Indian healing practices that combined diet and meditation
to modern pharmaceuticals such as Viagra. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
Blood and Guts - Richard Hollingham 2009-12-08
Today, astonishing surgical breakthroughs are making limb transplants,
face transplants, and a host of other previously un dreamed of operations
possible. But getting here has not been a simple story of medical
progress. In Blood and Guts, veteran science writer Richard Hollingham
weaves a compelling narrative from the key moments in surgical history.
We have a ringside seat in the operating theater of University College
Hospital in London as world-renowned Victorian surgeon Robert Liston
performs a remarkable amputation in thirty seconds—from first cut to
final stitch. Innovations such as Joseph Lister's antiseptic technique, the
first open-heart surgery, and Walter Freeman's lobotomy operations,
among other breakthroughs, are brought to life in these pages in vivid
detail. This is popular science writing at it's best.
Blood and Guts - Richard Hollingham 2016-02-04
"Today, astonishing surgical breakthroughs are making face transplants,
limb transplants and a host of other previously undreamed of operations
possible. But getting here has not been a simple story of selfless men
working tirelessly in the pursuit of medical advancement. Instead it's a
bloodstained tale of blunders, arrogance, mishap and murder. In trying
to keep us alive, surgeons have all too often killed us off, and life-saving
solutions have often come from the most surprising places.
Accompanying a BBC series, Blood and Gutsis an incredible story of
stolen corpses, medical fraud, lobotomized patients - and every now and
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then courageous advances that have saved the lives of millions around
the world.You may think twice before going under the knife..."
Wonder Woman: Blood and Guts the Deluxe Edition - Brian
Azzarello 2021-10-05
"Originally published in single magazine form in Wonder Woman 0-12"-Copyright page.
Blood & Guts, Violence in Sports - Don Atyeo 1979
Examines 2,500 years of sporting violence, describes the extent of the
violent action in modern sports, and explains how that violence affects
other aspects of life.
Blood and Guts- Holly Duhig 2020
"Do animals really eat blood and guts? They sure do! Full-color
photography and funny facts will engage young readers in learning about
the biological processes of living things"-Blood and Thunder- Hampton Sides 2007-10-09
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the author of Ghost Soldiers comes a
magnificent history of the American conquest of the West—"a story full of
authority and color, truth and prophecy" (The New York Times Book
Review). In the summer of 1846, the Army of the West marched through
Santa Fe, en route to invade and occupy the Western territories claimed
by Mexico. Fueled by the new ideology of “Manifest Destiny,” this land
grab would lead to a decades-long battle between the United States and
the Navajos, the fiercely resistant rulers of a huge swath of mountainous
desert wilderness. At the center of this sweeping tale is Kit Carson, the
trapper, scout, and soldier whose adventures made him a legend. Sides
shows us how this illiterate mountain man understood and respected the
Western tribes better than any other American, yet willingly followed
orders that would ultimately devastate the Navajo nation. Rich in detail
and spanning more than three decades, this is an essential addition to
our understanding of how the West was really won.
Blood and Guts - Linda Allison 1976-10-30
Discusses the elements of the human body with suggestions for related
experiements and projects.
Guts - Gary Paulsen 2007-12-18
Guess what -- Gary Paulsen was being kind to Brian. In Guts, Gary tells
the real stories behind the Brian books, the stories of the adventures that
inspired him to write Brian Robeson's story: working as an emergency
volunteer; the death that inspired the pilot's death in Hatchet; plane
crashes he has seen and near-misses of his own. He describes how he
made his own bows and arrows, and takes readers on his first hunting
trips, showing the wonder and solace of nature along with his hilarious
mishaps and mistakes. He shares special memories, such as the night he
attracted every mosquito in the county, or how he met the moose with a
sense of humor, and the moose who made it personal. There's a handy
chapter on "Eating Eyeballs and Guts or Starving: The Fine Art of
Wilderness Nutrition." Recipes included. Readers may wonder how Gary
Paulsen survived to write all of his books -- well, it took guts.
Blood, Guts and Tears
- Brent Braunworth 2000-03-01
A gripping look at the dangers firefighter/paramedics face on a daily
basis.
Blood and Guts: A Short History of Medicine - Roy Porter
2004-06-17
"Ideas tumble out of Porter like wonders from some scholarly horn of
plenty." —Sherwin B. Nuland, The New Republic An eminently readable,
entertaining romp through the history of our vain and valiant efforts to
heal ourselves. Mankind's battle to stay alive and healthy for as long as
possible is our oldest, most universal struggle. With his characteristic wit
and vastly informed historical scope, Roy Porter examines the war fought
between disease and doctors on the battleground of the flesh from
ancient times to the present. He explores the many ingenious ways in
which we have attempted to overcome disease through the ages: the
changing role of doctors, from ancient healers, apothecaries, and bloodletters to today's professionals; the array of drugs, from Ayurvedic
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remedies to the launch of Viagra; the advances in surgery, from
amputations performed by barbers without anesthetic to today's
sophisticated transplants; and the transformation of hospitals from
Christian places of convalescence to modern medical powerhouses.
Cleverly illustrated with historic line drawings, the chronic ailments of
humanity provide vivid anecdotes for Porter's enlightening story of
medicine's efforts to prevail over a formidable and ever-changing
adversary.
George S. Patton - Michael Keane 2014-09-09
Known for his rousing speeches and military triumphs, General George
S. Patton, Jr. is one of the most famous military figures in U.S. history.
Yet, he is better known for his profanity than his prayers. Until now. In
his new book George S. Patton: Blood, Guts, and Prayer, author Michael
Keane takes readers on a journey through Patton’s career in three parts:
his military prowess, his inspirational bravery, and his faith. Using
Patton’s own diaries, speeches, and personal papers, Keane examines the
general’s actions and personality to shed light on his unique and
paradoxical persona. From his miraculous near-death experience to his
famous prayer for fair weather, Patton: Blood, Guts, and Prayer recounts
the seminal events that contributed to Patton’s personal and religious
beliefs. Comprehensive and inspiring, Patton: Blood, Guts, and Prayer is
an extraordinary look at the public and private life of one of World War
II's most storied generals.
Brown Paper School book: Blood and Guts - The Yolla Bolly Press
1976-10-30
Discusses the elements of the human body. Includes suggestions for
related experiments and projects.
The Heart and Blood in Your Body
- Ryan Nagelhout 2014-12-15
This enthralling look at the workings of the cardiovascular system
introduces young readers to the human heart and its function. Along with
the heart's atria and ventricles, the book explains the circulatory system
and how the blood and its pathways operate. Readers get an in-depth
look at red and white blood cells, platelets, plasma, blood pressure, blood
types and donors, and how the lymphatic system works with the rest of
the body's organs and tissues. Vocabulary boxes explain new words,
Think About It sections pose questions for readers' consideration, and
Compare and Contrast sidebars engage readers' minds.
Patton - Michael Keane 2012
Drawing on General Patton's own diaries, letters, speeches and personal
papers, the author shows how the military commander's faith played a
big role in his successes on the battlefield. 50,000 first printing.
Blood & Guts & Hexes - Raymond S. Flex 2016-04-07
In the Crystal Kingdom, magic never lies far away. And neither does
death. Short stories of blood and guts and hexes: B'lubbid the Bone
Fetcher Onderswort The Hobblesman Dawn's Siren The Threaded Pit
Cloth. Skin. Blood. Bone. Feast of Giving The Eye Village Of Ashes The
Whomping Whistle Bloodied Snow
Blood, Guts, and Grease - Jon B. Mikolashek 2019-08-22
George S. Patton is one of the most controversial, celebrated, and
popular military leaders in American history, and his accomplishments
and victories have been greatly documented. Yet Patton spent years in
the Army before garnering national attention and becoming a highlyregarded and respected military leader. This work explores Patton's
beginnings as a driven and intrepid soldier and his battles leading up to
the Great War -- military experiences which would be influential in his
development as a commander. Drawing upon Patton's papers and
archival documents in the National Archives, this is an early-career
biography of the eminent military leader. It begins with his exploits as a
relatively junior but ambitious Army officer who, due to his family's
wealth and influence, was able to join General John J. Pershing's
American Expeditionary Force (AEF). This assignment would ultimately
change his life in two ways: it would make Pershing the mentor Patton
would emulate for the rest of his life, and it would catapult his military
career as the first tanker in the US Army. This study follows Patton's
trajectory, from the creation of the Tank Corps and the Light Tank
School, to Patton's eventual successes and injuries during the Battle of
Saint Mihiel, the attack into Pannes, and the Meuse-Argonne Offensive.
Revealed is that the experience Patton gained in World War I was
seminal in his evolvement as a leader and laid the groundwork for not
only his own personal future triumphs but also for the success of the
entire United States Army armored forces in World War II.
The War of the Worlds, Plus Blood, Guts and Zombies - H.G. Wells
2010-12-14
THE CLASSIC SCIENCE FICTION TALE THAT WILL EAT YOUR
BRAINS! Never before in the history of warfare had destruction been so
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indiscriminate and so universal. Panic descends upon planet Earth once
more as H. G. Wells’s terrify- ing cosmic invaders blaze a path of fiery
destruction across Victorian England, leaving thousands of undead in
their wake. Our adventurous narrator must survive the apocalyptic alien
threat while fighting off rag- ing, bloodthirsty zombies. Who will triumph
when man, Martian, and flesh-eating monster meet? Packed with
fearsome supernatural creatures at every turn, Wells’s original
masterpiece is scarier, gorier, and more suspenseful than ever!
Blood and Guts in High School - Kathy Acker 1989
Janey Smith keeps a journal of her dreams and experiences as she is
rejected by her father, kidnapped by thieves, and sold into prostitution
Blood and Guts - Dorian Yates 1993
Blood and Guts - Gloria Burley 2008
Gloria Burley's book is a compelling view of our hospital system. A nurse
with experience in urban and Outback hospitals, Gloria tells it as she saw
it: the dedication of medical professionals doing their best for their
patients but also the limitations of people who are after all only human.
Her story will ring true anywhere the pressures are high and the
resources scarce. We all end up in hospital sooner or later, and myths
about what we can expect abound, which accounts for the popularity of
medical TV shows. Reading this book will show you what really happens
after the anaesthetist turns up the gas... 50% of the royalties from this
book will be donated to Charlie Teo's Cure for Life Foundation to help
fund advancements in the treatment of brain cancer, which is one of the
most common life-threatening tumors in children
Blood and Guts - Linda Allison 1976-01
Discusses the elements of the human body. Includes suggestions for
related experiments and projects.
A Short History of Medicine - Erwin H. Ackerknecht 2016-05-01
A new bibliographic essay by Lisa Haushofer explores recent scholarship
in the history of medicine.
Technology and Medical Practice
- Dr Ericka Johnson 2012-12-28
The advanced technologies being used in diagnosis and care within
modern medicine, whilst supporting and making medical practices
possible, may also conflict with established traditions of medicine and
care. What happens to the patient in a technologized medical
environment? How are doctors', nurses' and medical scientists' practices
changed when artefacts are involved? How is knowledge negotiated, or
relations of power reconfigured? Technology and Medical Practice
addresses these developments and dilemmas, focusing on various
practices with technologies within hospitals and sociotechnical systems
of care. Combining science and technology studies with medical
sociology, the history of medicine and feminist approaches to science,
this book presents analyses of artefacts-in-use across a variety of settings
within the UK, USA and Europe, and will appeal to sociologists,
anthropologists and scholars of science and technology alike.
Osmosis Jones - James Patrick 2001
White blood cell cop Osmosis Jones and his partner, Drix, embark on an
adventure in the human body to rescue Frank Pepperidge when an evil
virus is unleashed into his system after eating a hard-boiled egg that fell
on the ground.
Blood and Guts- Gloria Burley 2008-11-24
Skin - Skin 2020-09
'It's been a very difficult thing being a lead singer of a rock band looking
like me and it still is. I have to say it's been a fight and it will always be a
fight. That fight drives you and makes you want to work harder . . . It's
not supposed to be easy, particularly if you're a woman, you're black or
you are gay like me. You've got to keep moving forward, keep striving for
everything you want to be. It's been a fight, and there has been a
personal cost, but I wouldn't have done it any other way.' Skin, the trailblazing lead singer of multi-million-selling rock band Skunk Anansie, is a
global female icon. As an incendiary live performer, she shatters
preconceptions about race and gender. As an activist and inspirational
role model she has been smashing through stereotypes for over twentyfive years. With her striking visual image and savagely poetic songs, Skin
has been a groundbreaking influence both with Skunk Anansie and as a
solo artist. From her difficult childhood growing up in Brixton to forming
Skunk Anansie in the sweat-drenched backrooms of London's pubs in the
'90s, from the highs of headlining Glastonbury to the toll her solo career
took on her personal life, Skin's life has been extraordinary. She also
talks powerfully about her work as social and cultural activist,
championing LGBTQ+ rights at a time when few artists were out and
gay. Told with honesty and passion, this is the story of how a black,
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working-class girl with a vision fought poverty and prejudice to write
songs, produce and front her own band, and become one of the most
influential women in British rock.
Blood and Guts - Holly Duhig 2020
"Do animals really eat blood and guts? They sure do! Full-color
photography and funny facts will engage young readers in learning about
the biological processes of living things"-Blood, Guts, and Glory - William W. Johnstone 2021-03-30
One of the greatest characters in Western fiction. Two of the wildest
tales of frontier vengeance from William Johnstone’s classic bestselling
saga. This is how Smoke Jensen became a legend. REVENGE OF THE
MOUNTAIN MAN They came in the dead of night like a pack of wolves.
They invaded Smoke Jensen’s ranch. They destroyed Smoke Jensen’s
dream. Then they finished the job by putting three bullets in Smoke
Jensen’s wife. By the time Smoke arrived on the scene, it was too late to
save her. Now he lives for revenge. Ruthless, righteous, merciless
revenge. . . . VENGEANCE OF THE MOUNTAIN MAN With his darkest
days behind him, Smoke Jensen hopes to return to a normal life.
Unfortunately, he can’t escape his past. A vicious young gunfighter
named Sundance holds an all-consuming grudge against the mountain
man. He’s got backup from Mexico, bullets to spare, and bloodlust in his
eyes. Tonight, the past is coming for Smoke Jensen. With a vengeance. . .
. Live Free. Read Hard.
Who Killed Walt Bone
- John Graden, (Ob 2015-11-24
Who Killed Walt Bone"I absolutely loved your book. The story kept me
"turning the pages" non-stop. It was interesting, enlightening, amazing,
scary, and funny. I'm a middle-aged lady who has never taken karate,
and I loved it. -- Luanne Thibault Book Description "Seeking The Way
from the Wayward" Written in the style of James Patterson or Harlan
Coben, "Who Killed Walt Bone" is an exciting, entertaining, true coming
of age story about a chubby 13-year old who was the victim of bullies,
bad clothes, and a mouth-full of braces in the 1970s. At the peek of the
Bruce Lee kung fu boom, he joins a karate school where he hopes that
the combination of thought provoking wisdom and nut-busting
techniques would help him break out of his shell. He idolized his deadly
black belt instructors only to discover that they were involved in drugs,
perverted sex, and even murder. "Simply a riveting read from the start
and all the way through. Notjust a book for martial artists but anyone
interested in a good story." -- Dan Maglietta Contributors Jim Graden
Mark Graden Pastor Don Sturiano Mark Dees Dan Austen Dr. Scott Reis
Rick Cogar Mike Anderson Ken Kladnik David Keating Stories about
Bruce Lee Linda Lee Caldwell Brandon Lee Shannon Lee Chuck Norris
Demetrius "The Greek" Havanas Joe Lewis Walt Bone Debbie Bone Mike
Anderson Ray McCallum Herbie Thompson Joe Corley Hidy Ochai Jhoon
Rhee Author Biography John Graden is a bestselling author and inductee
into the Self-Publishing Hall of Fame. A protege' of the late Joe Lewis is a
world champion kick boxer, respected teacher and known as the Teacher
of Teachers in the martial arts world. He has been profiled and appeared
on many media platforms including the Dr. Oz Show, The Wall Street
Journal, and Publishers Weekly. Follow John Graden at: http:
//JohnGraden.com http: //MartialArtsTeachers.com http:
//Facebook.com/john.graden Other books by John Graden "Black Belt
Management" "The Truth About the Martial Arts Business" "How to Open
and Operate a Succesful Martial Arts School" "The Impostor Syndrome"
"The Art of Marketing Without Marketing""
It Takes Blood and Guts
- Skin 2021-09-16
A memoir from Skin, lead singer of rock band Skunk Anansie.
Blood and Guts - David W. Hall 2011-08-01
United States Marine Corps veteran David Hall presents a new and
exciting way to experience the Second World War in Blood and Guts:
Rules, Tactics, and Scenarios for Wargaming World War Two. Hall
developed his tactical game system through decades of personal
wargaming, and he now shares his unique system with readers
everywhere. The rules are easy to learn, and the games are fast-paced.
The scenarios cover almost all of the major theaters of conflict, including
France 1940, the Mediterranean, the South Pacific, and the Eastern
Front. A table of organization and equipment is included to assist readers
in recreating wargame infantry and armor formations. Hall doesnt simply
provide a set of rules; he infuses each chapter with wargame theory,
tactics, and tank development. He provides the logic behind each rule
and talks about how the rule design plays out the battlefield. He also
shares stories and anecdotes about his early toy soldier days and about
how he developed into a wargamerstories sure to spark readers
memories of their own first set of soldiers.
It Takes Blood and Guts
- Skin 2020-09-24
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'One of the most important females in British music of my lifetime.' Colin
Murray 'A beautiful, raw and exhilarating book that will leave you feeling
empowered.' Fearne Cotton ‘The pioneering Skunk Anansie
frontwoman’s memories offer a very different take on the Britpop
era…Skin’s story is one of a rhomboid peg spurning both the round and
square hole, drilling dimensions of her own…We now have a lot of
language – intersectionality, microaggressions – to describe many of the
events in this memoir. However, nothing can really equal candid, firsthand experience, recounted matter of factly here. It would be instructive
for anyone who thought they knew the story of the 90s to spend 300
pages in Skin’s Skin.’ OBSERVER ‘The epic tale of Glastonbury’s Black
British headliner… Skin is one of the Britpop decade’s forgotten epics…
Skin’s feet are positioned firmly on the ground throughout; she’s a
winningly genial, sweary soul on paper. 4 stars’ Jude Rogers, MOJO ‘The
former Skunk Anansie singer pulls no punches in this heady trawl
through her life from tough beginnings in Brixton to work as an LGBTQ+
activist and beyond’ The I 'It’s the story of a trailblazer, and gives a
refreshingly re-angled perspective on the Britpop era.' Evening Standard,
'Best music books of 2020' Lead singer of multi-million-selling rock band
Skunk Anansie, solo artist, LGBTQ+activist and all around trail blazer –
Skin is a global icon, and she has been smashing stereotypes for over
twenty-five years. Her journey from Brixton to one of the most influential
women in British rock is nothing short of extraordinary. ‘It’s been a very
difficult thing being a lead singer of a rock band looking like me and it
still is. I have to say it’s been a fight and it will always be a fight. That
fight drives you and makes you want to work harder… It’s not supposed
to be easy, particularly if you’re a woman, you’re black or you are gay
like me. You’ve got to keep moving forward, keep striving for everything
you want to be.’ Born to Jamaican parents, Skin grew up in Brixton in the
1970’s. Her career as an artist began in the ‘90s, when Skunk Anansie
was formed in the sweat-drenched backrooms of London’s pubs. Since
then she has headlined Glastonbury and toured the world, both as lead
singer of Skunk Anansie and as a solo artist. Her success has been
groundbreaking in every way, which has come at a personal cost. She
has always been vocal about social and cultural issues, and was
championing LGBTQ+ rights at a time when few artists were out and
gay. Told with honesty and passion, this is the story of how a gay, black,
working-class girl with a vision fought poverty and prejudice to write
songs, produce and front her own band, and become one of the most
influential women in British rock.
"Blood and Guts" - John Devaney 1982
A biography of the controversial commander of the Third Army in World
War II.
The Blood and Guts - Tyler Dunne 2022-10-18
The definitive guide to the real men of the gridiron: NFL tight ends.
There is no profession in sports like the NFL tight end. None. You must
mash 320-pound defensive ends in the run game. You must twist your
torso at impossible angles to make acrobatic catches downfield in the
pass game. You must have a certain element of crazy to you, too. The
tight end is a blend of brain and brawn and bruises…so many bruises.
BLOOD AND GUTS tracks the fascinating rise of this position one tight
end at a time, from Mike Ditka and John Mackey in the '60s to Rob
Gronkowski today. As much as football has changed over the years, there
has always been one glorious constant: the tight end. None of this is by
accident, either. There’s a reason all of these players were magnetically
drawn to the position. In BLOOD AND GUTS, Tyler Dunne interviews the
greatest tight ends ever, whose stories reveal why they were uniquely
qualified to serve as the blood and the guts of football—the players
keeping this sport alive and well. There’s a reason Mike Ditka epitomized
true toughness in pro football through the 1960s. Ben Coates, the son of
a World War II vet, put an entire childhood spent building roofs to use by
smashing defenders in the open field. Tony Gonzalez matured from a kid
terrified of bullies to an absolute beast terrifying defensive backs. His
entire life, Jeremy Shockey has been hellbent on sticking it to anyone
who doubts him. And from afar, a young “Gronk” idolized Shockey and
took his approach to a whole new level. Here, great American tight ends
share countless harrowing, never-before-told stories. One moment, a
tight end (Gonzalez) nearly socks a coach in the eye. The next, a tight
end (Shockey) is breaking the orbital bone of someone in a bar fight.
There’s no one in sports like them. BLOOD AND GUTS brings them to
life.
Blood and Guts in High School
- Kathy Acker 2017
A masterpiece of surrealist fiction, steeped in controversy upon its first
publication in 1984,Blood and Guts in High School is the book that
established Kathy Acker as the preeminent voice of post-punk feminism.
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With 2017 marking the 70th anniversary of her birth, as well as the 10th
year since her death this transgressive work of philosophical, political,
and sexual insight--with a new introduction by Chris Kraus--continues to
become more relevant than ever before. In the Mexican city of Merida,
ten-year-old Janey lives with Johnny--her "boyfriend, brother, sister,
money, amusement, and father"--until he leaves her for another woman.
Bereft, Janey travels to New York City, plunging into an underworld of
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gangs and prostitution. After escaping imprisonment, she flees to
Tangiers where she meets Jean Genet, and they begin a torrid affair that
will lead Janey to her demise. Fantastical, sensual, and fearlessly radical,
this hallucinatory collageis both a comic and tragic portrait of erotic
awakening.
Blood and Guts - 2003-09-01
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